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5

Abstract6

An unintended experiment in veterinary medicine and its follow up analysis have identified the7

ability for dietary supplements that enhance cellular immunity to destroy Mycobacterium8

avium subspecies paratuberculosis (MAP). The possible significance of this observation for9

Crohn’s disease is discussed.An infectious disease is basically a statement of immune system10

failure. Either the pathogen’s challenge inoculum was too great for the host’s immune system11

to subjugate or the host’s immune system was genetically designed to facilitate susceptibility12

to the mycobacterial pathogen in question. Within the Mycobacterium avium subspecies13

paratuberculosis (MAP) paradigm of causation of Crohn’s disease, diet’s therapeutic14

objectives have been reduction of MAP antigen challenges and the correction of diseased15

induced impairment of host immunity (1-3). The argument is presented that specifically16

targeted dietary supplementation may be therapeutic.17

18

Index terms— crohn?s disease, diet, mycobacterium avium subspecies paratuberculosis.19

1 I. Reduction/Elimination of map20

Antigen Challenges he ability of immunomodulators and biologics to induce temporary remission had previously21
formed the foundation for the autoimmunity paradigm of causation. The current thesis of causation is that22
Crohn’s disease is due to the interplay of two Mycobacterium avium subspecies paratuberculosis (MAP) mediated23
immunologically interactions (1,2). In the absence of acquired immunity, MAP causes fixation of the pro-24
inflammatory response that curtailed the infection. When the individual is subsequently MAP rechallenged,25
rather than exhibiting immune tolerance, the immune system again elaborates cytotoxic cytokines targeted26
against MAP. Unlike other mycobacterial diseases, MAP can’t be identified within diseased tissues; nevertheless,27
MAP’s DNA can be detected. This subliminal presence of MAP as spheroclasts is theorized to be the antigen28
template that sustains the anti-MAP cytokine cascade elicited upon re-exposure to MAP (2,3). In contrast to29
bacteria, occult sequestration of viruses and mycobacteria has been advanced to account for the persistence of30
immune markers for years after the initial infection (4). This persistence of specific antibodies is not a uniform31
occurrence in all cases, suggesting that, in some cases, immune destruction of the antigenic template has been32
achieved.33

2 II. Immune System Enhancement by Diet34

Prior to the advent of anti-mycobacterial drugs, the therapeutic modalities that could sometimes affect a clinical35
cure for infections due to Mycobacterium tuberculosis were stress reduction (negation of the effect of stress on the36
immune system), sunlight (correction of vitamin D deficiency), and nutrition (replacement of essential ingredients37
for optimum function of the immune system).38

Unlike bacterial diseases, immunological and serological markers for mycobacteria and viruses may persist in39
some individuals for years after the initial infection. (4). When cell-mediated immunity is effectively compromise40
reactivation of organism replication may occur. in individual who retain immunological evidence of prior infection.41
The loss of immunological markers is presumed to correlate with destruction of its template.42
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2 II. IMMUNE SYSTEM ENHANCEMENT BY DIET

Johne’s disease is a reputedly incurable chronic granulomatous disease of the gastrointestinal tract caused by43
Mycobacterium avium subspecies paratuberculosis (MAP). Once a cow manifests with full blown liquid diarrhea44
associated with evidence of advanced malnutrition, death usually occurs in the ensuing two to three weeks. Just45
such a cow was removed from its herd and placed in a controlled, stress free environment. In order to obtain46
additional quantities of high-titer anti-MAP antibodies, the animal was put on boutique designed supplements47
composed of vitamins, minerals, and selected amino acids that targeted enhancing cellular immunity.48

The animal thrived. During the four months of targeted dietary supplementation, her serological markers fell49
to near normal. When she was necropsied, neither gross nor histological evidence of MAP/Johne’s disease were50
identified (5). Histological analysis of the diseased tissues identified the mechanism of MAP destruction (6).51

The demonstrated ability of targeted dietary immune system enhancement to destroy MAP in Johne’s disease52
makes a theoretical case for potential therapeutic synergy with anti-MAP drugs. Destruction of the MAP53
template required for the production of MAP targeted cytokines may be the requisite for transforming prolonged54
remissions into cures.55

In Crohn’s disease, MAP’s DNA can be detected within diseased tissue, but MAP per se can’t be identified.56
A secondary corollary of the Hruska Postulate is that the subliminal presence of MAP in spheroclastic form57
constitutes the template for anti-MAP cytokine (7). immunity.58

Acquitted immunity is primarily derived from the symbiotic microbiological flora within the gastrointestinal59
tract. Once an individual experiences diarrhea of any etiology for a sustained period of time, his or her60
immune system becomes progressively compromised. Inflammatory changes and cell death alter the local61
microbiological environment and the inter-relationships within the governing bacterial hierarchy. Facultative62
anaerobic pathogenic bacteria escape the imposed suppression by dominant anaerobic bacteria. The governing63
symbiotic bacteria are replaced by more pathogenic organisms theoretically adversely affect gut acquired64
immunity. In Crohn’s disease, the mucosal destruction and inflammatory infiltration of the lamina propria65
further impeded absorption of key elements needed to sustain an optimally functioning immune system.66

Four of the nine ingredients included in cow #6142’s dietary supplementation to counter diseaseimposed67
deficiencies are discussed.68

Zinc is required for the catalytic activity of approximately 100 enzymes involved with immune function69
and protein and DNA synthesis. Zinc deficiencies result in adverse changes in cytokine production and T-70
cell subpopulations (12). ). With infection, a redistribution of zinc occurs. Interlukin-1 (IL-1) tumor necrosis71
factor (TNF) and interlukin-6 (IL-6) cause a marked decrease in serum zinc concentration (13).72

Even mild to moderate degrees of zinc deficiency can impair macrophage and neutrophil functions, natural73
killer cell activity and complement function. (13) The body requires zinc to develop and activate T-lymphocytes74
(14). Zinc is a critical component of the thymic hormone, thymosin that regulates cellmediated immunity. With75
prolonged zinc deficiency, thymic atrophy and lymphoid depletion of the spleen and lymph nodes occurs (14,15).76

Among the major functional consequences of zinc deficiency are anorexia, diarrhea, and impaired immuno-77
logical responsiveness. Zinc deficient individuals with significant diarrhea often have very high zinc loss in their78
feces.79

The recommended daily amount of zinc recommended for health maintenance (15mg) is inadequate when80
systemic infection/disease is present and is totally inadequate with diarrhea.81

Selenium: Selenium is an essential component of selenocyteine proteins within the immune system. Selenium82
is incorporated as selenocysteine into selenoproteins, one of which, glutathione peroxidase is considered essential83
in antioxidant defense mechanisms.84

Selenium dependent glutathione peroxidases protect neutrophils from oxygen-derived radicals. Selenium85
acts as an anti-oxidase in the extracellular space, the cell cytosol, in association with cell membranes86
in the gastrointestinal tract. ( ??6) The selenium based antioxidants remove potentially damaging lipid87
hydroperoxidases and hydrogen peroxide and are considered essential in sustaining mucosal integrity. Selenium88
has been demonstrated to improve the killing ability of neutrophils (16).89

Herds grazed on selenium poor soil have a high incidence of Johne’s disease (a chronic granulomatous disease90
caused by MAAP) in comparison to those animals pastured on ground with good selenium levels. ( ??7) Vitamin91
E deficiency is frequently concomitantly present in selenium deficient animals (18). Deficiency of selenium92
undermines the integrity of the gastrointestinal mucosa by facilitating the action of pro-inflammatory compounds.93
In dairy cattle, deficiencies of selenium can cause poor growth and diarrhea (19).Individuals receiving zinc 20mg94
per day plus of selenium and 100ug per day plus anti-oxides appear to acquire fewer infections (20). Zinc:95
The body has no specialized system to store zinc. (8). Individuals with Crohn’s disease very probably have96
zinc deficiency impairment affecting a broad spectrum of mechanisms involved in the killing of intra-cellular97
pathogens. Zinc generates oxidants that destroy viruses and mycobacterium (9).The zinc deficiency further98
sustains selective malnutrition through induced loss of appetite. With infection, a redistribution of zinc occurs.99
Interlukin-1 (IL-1) tumor necrosis factor (TNF) and interlukin-6 (IL-6) cause a marked decrease in serum zinc100
concentration (10), Crohn’s disease can result in decreased zinc absorption and increased exogenous zinc loss (11).101
remained fixed at temporary disease palliation: arrestment of symptomology, with evidence of mucosal healing.102
The dysbiosis paradigm identified the second mechanism resulting from immune destruction of selected areas103
within the small bowel. The addition of antibiotics increases the number of remissions attained with biologics.104
The utilization of focused anti-MAP therapy has produced longer remission than had previously been attained105
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with biologics or immunomodulatory. Cow 6142 has added an additional therapeutic vehicle: auto-enhancement106
of MAP destruction through diet and of reduction the adverse effect of stress on the immune system.107

Vitamin C: Vitamin C regenerates vitamin E from its oxidized form. The lipid soluble antioxidant vitamin E108
not only protects the integrity of cell membranes, but functions synergistically with other nutritional elements109
that beneficially influence cell-mediated immunity. The salvage of vitamin E influences the immune functions of110
selenium which in turn has a beneficial impact on copper and zinc utilization (24). The body’s need for vitamin111
C dramatically increases with infection/disease (25)(26)(27)(28). Mega-doses can prevent and/or greatly speed112
the recovery from acute viral infections (29)(30).113

3 III. Discussion -Destruction of the map Template114

The Hruska Postulate and its modifications now constitute ”error-up-to date” with respect to the pathogenesis115
of Crohn’s disease. The incorporation of anti-MAP therapy into the treatment of Crohn’s disease has resulted in116
remissions of longer durations than had been achieved with biologics, but also alleged cures (31)(32)(33)(34)(35).117
Warren et al. have noted the remission of Crohn’s disease win individuals with tuberculosis who were treated with118
anti-tuberculosis therapy (36). In tuberculosis, pharmaceutical destruction of M. tuberculosis acted primarily119
to reduce the pathogen mass to a quantum that allowed the host’s cellmediated immune system to achieve120
governance and sometime cure.121

In the mid 1980s, Warren et al. described remission of Crohn’s disease with anti-tuberculosis therapy (31).122
The implication of this experiment in medical care ultimately manifested a decade and a half later when Borody123
et al., Chamberlin et al., and Shafran et al., among others, incorporated anti-tuberculosis drugs into their124
therapeutic regimens for Crohn’s disease (32)(33)(34)(35)(36). The importance of addressing therapy against125
the MAP template has been inferred by both statistical evidence derived from meta-analyses pf multiple formal126
studies and documented clinical and endoscopic responses in patients treat with anti-MAP combinations outside127
of formal clinical studies (36). Conversion of prolonged remissions to cure may require complete destruction of128
the sustaining immune template.129

In Crohn’s disease, the role of diet can go beyond reversing the induced catabolic state and reducing the number130
of MAP antigen challenges. In a consorted effort to destroy the sustaining MAP template in Crohn’s disease, diet131
has the potential to be a synergistic therapeutic vehicle to anti-mycobacterial drugs. This demonstrated ability132
to, not render MAP inactive but to actually destroy the organism (5,6), introduces the potential of changing the133
therapeutic target in Crohn’s disease from remission to cure.134

4 IV. Conclusion135

Cow #6142 has demonstrated that targeted dietary supplementation can affect destruction of MAP. This cow136
makes the case for dietary synergy with anti-MAP drugs in order to break the MAP template that is required137
for the elaboration of MAP targeting cytokines 1138
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4 IV. CONCLUSION

Figure 1: A
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